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Around 2010, a wave of social and political unrest called the ‘Awakening’ washed over the
Middle East. Leading up to this, there was a winter drought in China’s wheat-growing regions,
a heatwave in Russia, and an outbreak of stem rust in East Africa, which all contributed to
dramatically reducing grain production for export. Inflation driven by rising agricultural
commodity prices, or agflation, is now widely acknowledged as a key ‘stressor’. The counterrevolutionary response to predicted unrest has been investment in Automatic Identification
Systems, Satellite Imagery and Machine Learning. This ‘automated gaze’ datafies, surveys and
analyses large surfaces of land and water in order to forecast such things as rainfall, flooding
and grain yields, value insurance premiums and green bonds, and identify potential zones of
conflict.
Ancient Persian garden carpets were floor coverings depicting gardens seen from above.
Used mostly during winter time, they afforded command not only over the production and
reproduction of nature, but also of the return of the seasons. Closely following the design of
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larger pleasure gardens, the rug was organised around a central watercourse. It contained
tributary canals, islands, ponds populated by fish, flower plots and trees. These rugs were a
microcosm within. As Michel Foucault argues ‘the garden is a rug onto which the whole world
comes to enact its symbolic perfection, the rug is a garden that can move across space’.
Finis-terra is an art-led inquiry into the subjection of terrestrial sense data and movements to
mathematical formulae, a spring carpet of embroidered algorithmically rendered patterns.
Patterns of weather, seeding, grain yield, geopolitics, and irrigation, stabilise the Earth into a
permanent yet uneven ‘surface of accumulation’ making the space between machines and
non-machines increasingly ambiguous. Their topologies form potential sites for investment,
or divestment, according to valuation in the calculations of finance capital. Thus, thinking of
the Earth as a body might help us to understand these processes at play, whose changeable
inscription of history can be [not only] read or traced, but also allegedly predicted.
Finis-terra is a Latin term which designates ‘a payment in settlement, fine or tax’, as well as
the end, and finis terrae, land’s end, thus a coupling with the historic-material process of
the ‘frontier thesis’. Space emerges as the last frontier of technical and financial systems.
Like Columbus, who marvelled at the people of the new world in their hamacas, finis-terra
offers a glimpse of the entanglement of finance, imperialism and colonialism afforded by the
automatic gaze.

* www.fraud.la

